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Abstract
The Shared Task for CLIN33 focuses on a relatively novel yet societally relevant task: the detection
of text generated by Large Language Models (LLMs). We frame this detection task as a binary
classification problem (LLM-generated or not), using test data from up to 6 different domains and
text genres for both Dutch and English. Part of this test data was held out entirely from the
contestants, including a ”mystery genre” which belonged to an unknown domain (later revealed to
be columns). Four teams submitted 11 runs with substantially different models and features. This
paper gives an overview of our task setup and contains the evaluation and detailed descriptions of
the participating systems. Notably, included in the winning systems are both deep learning models
as well as more traditional machine learning models leveraging task-specific feature engineering.

1. Introduction

The widespread availability and quality of Large Language Models (LLMs) like ChatGPT confronts
many organizations (teaching institutions, social media moderators, publishers, etc.) with an urgent
problem: decide who has written an assignment, tweet, paper or other document: human or machine.
Currently, no accurate and reliable tools exist for English, let alone other languages, despite largely
unsubstantiated claims.

The goal of our shared task, organized in Antwerp in the framework of the 2023 Computational
Linguistics in the Netherlands Conference (CLIN33), was to create a test dataset

1
representing a

1
The generated test data is published with the DOI 10.5281/zenodo.10732797 and is available at https:

//zenodo.org/records/10732813. The not-generated (human-written) texts were made available to the participants
but cannot be distributed for copyright reasons.
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CLIN33
5

AuTexTification
6

COLING 2022
7

Kaggle 2023
8

Binary detection ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Training data provided × ✓ ✓ ✓
Extra training data allowed ✓ × ✓ ✓
Cross-domain data ✓ ✓ × ×
Domain transfer allowed ✓ × ✓ ✓
Multilingual data ✓ ✓ × ×
Includes zero-shot test ✓ ✓ × ×
Awards prize money ✓ × × ✓

Table 1: Contrasting recent LLM detection competitions according to their task setup.

realistic context for detection algorithms: different genres, different levels of adversarial prompting,
different LLMs, and multilingual (English and Dutch). The consequence of this setup is that the
participants had only access to a sample of the test data during development, not to training data.
This way, we simulate a realistic problem setting for useful detection systems, as generated texts do
not come labeled with model, genre, and prompting information.

Our shared task can be contextualized within an international research effort toward the detection
of natural language free-text generated with LLMs. This research is currently still hindered by a lack
of peer review and the instability of the rapidly changing ecosystem of LLMs. The organization of
detection competitions similar to our shared task acts as a main impetus for systematic evaluation
and comparison of proposed models that attempts to keep up with this rapid change.

Table 1 contrasts recent detection competitions along various dimensions of the defined LLM
detection task. Other subtasks than binary LLM detection also occur in such competitions: both
the AuTexTification

2
task and the Machine Learning Model Attribution Challenge

3
(Merkhofer

et al. 2023) require participants to attribute LLM-generated text to a specific model, while the

Trojan Detection Challenge
4

is aimed at detecting hidden functionality within LLMs. The COLING
2022 competition (Kashnitsky et al. 2022) has shown that while it might be easy to achieve good
detection accuracy with a specific, even large dataset, still generalization to similar datasets can be
very challenging. One of the winners of COLING 2022 demonstrated (Rosati 2022) that the models
trained with the competition data fail to generalize to a very similar synthetic dataset.

The insights from these competitions are complemented by research literature that focuses on
crucial challenges associated with the LLM detection task, such as paraphrasing attacks (Sadasivan
et al. 2023), robustness to cross-domain and multilingual settings (Antoun et al. 2023, Rosati 2022),
as well as the adversarial impact of advanced LLM prompting to evade detection (Lu et al. 2023).
Other challenges include the interpretability of detection models, robustness to targeted adversarial
attacks, and human-machine collaboration (Jawahar et al. 2020). In this paper we focus on the
shared task competitions and do not try to be complete in summarizing the related research.

2
https://sites.google.com/view/autextification/

3
https://mlmac.io

4
https://trojandetection.ai

5
https://sites.google.com/view/shared-task-clin33/

6
https://sites.google.com/view/autextification/

7
https://www.kaggle.com/competitions/detecting-generated-scientific-papers

8
https://www.kaggle.com/competitions/llm-detect-ai-generated-text
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Table 2: Data distribution for the Dutch detection task

Human-generated LLM-generated Total
News 200 200 400
Twitter 200 200 400
Reviews 200 200 400
Poetry 50 50 100
Column 100 100 200

Table 3: Data distribution for the English detection task

Human-generated LLM-generated Total
News 200 200 400
Twitter 200 200 400
Reviews 200 200 400
Poetry 50 50 100
Column 40 40 80
Open-source 25 25 50

2. Data and Systems

2.1 Data Creation Process

2.1.1 Text Genres

We have included 5 main text genres in our test data:

1. Medium-length news articles

2. Tweets from the social media platform X (previously known as Twitter)

3. Product reviews

4. Short-form poetry

5. Columns

An additional sixth genre, Open-source, was created by using an open-source LLM for generating
English news data. Tables 2 and 3 give an overview of the data distribution of the entire Dutch and
English test data, including the human-reference data as well as the LLM-generated data.

2.1.2 Human-reference Data

News articles We selected texts from two sources: Dutch articles from De Standaard
9

and English
articles from The New York Times

10
. The articles from these sources were classified into one of 17

top-level IPTC media topics
11

, employing a distance-based method with contextual embeddings
(Kosar et al. 2023). To obtain balanced data, we randomly sampled data across three topics:
“Politics”, “Economy, Business and Finance”, and “Science and Technology”, selecting articles from
each year in the range of 2000 to 2007.

X (formerly Twitter) We used Dutch tweets about COVID-19 vaccine stance collected within
the Vaccinpraat project (Lemmens et al. 2021). For English, we scraped relevant tweets based on
specific keywords and hashtags related to 3 topics: MeToo, the FIFA World Cup, and COVID-19.

9
https://www.standaard.be

10
https://www.nytimes.com

11
https://www.iptc.org/std/NewsCodes/treeview/mediatopic/mediatopic-en-GB.html
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Product reviews To enforce consistency between the texts, all selected product reviews are
between 200 and 400 words long. For Dutch, we used book reviews from the Dutch Book Reviews
Dataset

12
. For English, we used heterogeneous product reviews from the Multilingual Amazon

Reviews Corpus (Keung et al. 2020).

Poetry The Dutch poems were selected from Poëzie-Leestafel
13

, while the English poems were
selected from Poetry Foundation

14
.

Columns Columns were the ’mystery genre’ in our shared task; no information was provided
beforehand about the genre. As human-generated text, we took a selection of published columns of
the Flemish author Koen Meulenaere (writing under the pseudonym Kaaiman) for Dutch and of the
UK journalist Laura Kuenssberg for English.

2.1.3 LLM-Generated Data

Figure 1: An excerpt of a generated English news article.

In an unexpected turn of events, Russia’s state-controlled gas company, Gazprom,
today withdrew from a previously agreed deal with media mogul, Vladimir V. Gusin-
sky. Gusinsky, the owner of NTV, Russia’s largest independent television station,
has found himself in the crosshairs of this latest development. The announcement
comes as federal prosecutors continue to push for his arrest over alleged financial
misconduct.

The agreement, which was initially meant to provide a lifeline for the beleaguered
media tycoon, involved Gazprom purchasing a significant stake in Gusinsky’s Media-
Most holding company. This move was seen as a way for Gusinsky to protect his
media empire from the Kremlin’s increasing encroachment. However, Gazprom’s
abrupt withdrawal from the agreement has now left Gusinsky’s future and that of
his media empire hanging in the balance.

The state-controlled gas company has yet to provide a detailed explanation for
its sudden change of heart. However, insiders suggest that Gazprom’s decision
may be linked to the growing legal troubles facing Gusinsky. The media baron is
currently under investigation by federal prosecutors over allegations of fraud and
embezzlement, charges that he vehemently denies. [...]

The unfolding saga between Gazinsky, Gazprom, and the Kremlin paints a pic-
ture of a complex and increasingly tense relationship between the Russian govern-
ment and its media. It is a situation that observers will be watching closely, as
it could have far-reaching implications for media freedom in Russia. The outcome
could very well determine the future of independent journalism in the country.

We use 3 different LLMs to generate data: the closed-source ChatGPT
15

and GPT-4 (OpenAI

et al. 2023) models as well as the open-source Vicuña-13B model
16

(Chiang et al. 2023). We list all
used prompts in Appendix A. The prompts for the news articles, X tweets, and product reviews were
designed by Pieter Fivez; those for poetry by Tim Van de Cruys; and those for columns by Walter
Daelemans. As a result, these prompts not only differ in authorship, but also in their adversarial

12
https://github.com/benjaminvdb/DBRD

13
http://www.poezie-leestafel.info/

14
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/

15
https://chat.openai.com/

16
https://lmsys.org/blog/2023-03-30-vicuna/
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nature: this simulates a real-world scenario where LLM-generated texts from different domains
can have different prompt authors, which could additionally impact the transferability of detection
models.

News articles Figure 1 shows an excerpt of a generated English news article. We used both
ChatGPT and GPT-4 to generate 100 news articles each for both the Dutch and English data.
For the English Open-source data, we generated 25 news articles using the Vicuña-13B model.
We used the exact same prompting template for all LLMs, which utilizes the headlines from our
human-reference data.

Figure 2: Examples of two English and two Dutch generated tweets.

Expressing gratitude for the incredible support and solidarity during these chal-
lenging times. Together, we can overcome the barriers and create a safer world for
all. Let’s continue to raise our voices and stand against #SexualAssult. #Thankful
for the progress made, but still a long way to go. #MeToo #16Days #Justice

Hey @elonmusk, I’ve been a loyal Tesla owner for years but my Model 3 has
been experiencing recurring issues. As a responsible driver, safety is my top
priority. Can you please address this matter urgently? #VehicleSafetyMatters

Beste Nederlanders, ik waarschuw jullie, deze #vaccins zijn gevaarlijk en nog in
de #experimentele fase, net als die andere. Denk na en neem geen risico met je
gezondheid. #vaccinatiedwang

Te veel Nederlanders staan onder druk om zich te laten vaccineren, terwijl de bi-
jwerkingen en lange termijn effecten onduidelijk zijn. Waarom wordt er niet meer
gesproken over natuurlijke immuniteit en preventieve gezondheidszorg? #vaccind-
wang #vrijheid #artsencollectief”

X Figure 2 shows examples of generated Dutch and English tweets. We used both ChatGPT
and GPT-4 to generate 100 tweets each for both the Dutch and English data. We used the exact
same prompting template for all LLMs, which utilizes hashtags and style examples from our human-
reference data.

Product reviews Figure 3 shows an example of a generated Amazon product review. We used
both ChatGPT and GPT-4 to generate 100 tweets each for both the Dutch and English data. We
used the exact same prompting template for all LLMs, which utilizes hashtags and style examples
from our human-reference data.

Poetry Figure 4 shows an example of a generated Dutch poem. ChatGPT and Vicuña-13B were
used to generate 50 poems for both Dutch and English.

Columns Figure 5 shows an example of a generated Dutch column. For Dutch, we generated
columns in the style of Koen Meulenaere and Laura Kuenssberg by using in-context learning by
adding 4-7 randomly chosen real columns (a different random selection each time) to the prompt as
examples of the style. Leads from newspaper articles that could be found online on the websites of
De Standaard (a Flemish newspaper) and the BBC were added to the prompt as the topic for the
column. In addition, a verbal description of the style of the author was added to the prompt as well.
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Figure 3: Example of a generated Amazon product review.

I scooped up this desk cause it looked snazzy, but setting it up was a real chore.
The holes in the frame were too tiny for the screws they gave us. I had to wait
for my hubby to get back from work to give me a hand, and even he struggled.
Once it’s all set up, you’ll see there’s no guard to hold your paper or canvas. They
do throw in a guard in the package, but the instructions don’t say squat about it.
We managed to screw it on, only to find out it’s no good. The guard should hold
your paper while you’re working, but it barely extends beyond the desk. So, if you
wanted to use the desk in a raised position (which is why you’d buy a desk that
raises, right?), you’re gonna have a hard time. Unless you’re okay with taping your
work to the desk when it’s raised, it’s not gonna work for you. The desk does look
pretty, and the glass is solid. But at this price, I was hoping for better quality and
design. These are simple mistakes that the designers could have easily avoided.

Figure 4: Example of a generated Dutch poem.

In de sprankelende zonneschijn, daar ligt de navel in haar pracht, een betoverend
klein juweeltje, dat niemand ooit heeft verwacht.

Een herinnering aan het begin, waar het leven ontspringt en groeit, een aan-
raking van moeder aarde, waar het allemaal voor bloeit.

Oh, wees trots, kleine navel, je bent een wonder van het leven, een symbool
van onze connectie, die we nooit zullen opgeven.

Figure 5: Example of a generated Dutch column.

Etienne Vermeersch, de alwetende. Dat Etienne Vermeersch alles weet, weet u. En
hij weet het natuurlijk ook, anders wist hij niet alles. Maar wist u dat hij ook alles
beter weet? Dat hij, als een soort Vlaamse Socrates, de wijsheid in pacht heeft en
ons allen de les leest met een air van superioriteit die zelfs de arrogantste pauw
nog zou doen blozen? Ja, Etienne Vermeersch, de man die eruitziet alsof hij net
uit een Griekse tragedie is gestapt, compleet met witte baard en alwetende blik, is
de onbetwiste koning van de Vlaamse intellectuelen. Hij is de man die altijd gelijk
heeft, zelfs als hij ongelijk heeft. Want Etienne Vermeersch weet alles, en wie alles
weet, heeft natuurlijk altijd gelijk.

[...]
Dus ja, Etienne Vermeersch weet alles. Maar hij weet vooral heel veel niet. En

dat is misschien wel het belangrijkste wat hij zou moeten weten. Want wie denkt
dat hij alles weet, weet eigenlijk helemaal niets. En dat is een les die Vermeersch
nog moet leren. Maar ja, wie gaat hem dat vertellen? Hij luistert toch niet.
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2.2 System Descriptions

The four participating systems include both deep learning models as well as more traditional machine
learning approaches leveraging task-specific feature engineering.

2.2.1 DetecTUM
17

The detection of LLM-generated text is often motivated from the perspective of application. For
instance, reliable LLM-text detection could serve a real-world purpose, e.g. for authorship verifi-
cation in an educational context (Dhaini et al. 2023). However, such real-world applications come
with ethical issues (Gorichanaz 2023), especially considering the potential of false positives (Dalalah
and Dalalah 2023). Rather than focusing on application, our aim for this shared task was to in-
vestigate whether we could detect linguistic differences between texts that humans write and texts
that machines generate. This line of research has the potential to provide insights into (computa-
tional) creativity, for instance by looking into which human writing patterns are rarely replicated
by language models.

Motivation We prioritized an explainable approach, in which we could directly estimate the
effects of certain linguistic properties. Moreover, given the unique setup of the shared task, namely
no ordinary train–dev–test data splits, we set out to create a system

18
that could deal with this

data scarcity. One approach to this limitation is to incorporate datasets from other shared tasks or
venues. We decided not to choose this direction, since the variation in prompting, models, languages,
domains, and formats brings additional challenges. To a lesser extent, these challenges are also
presented in the shared task itself: there are two languages, six domains (including a ‘mystery’
domain), unknown prompting setups, and no information about the model(s) used to generate the
samples. These considerations resulted in two main design goals: use cross-lingual and cross-domain
features with the intention to foster transfer learning. This addresses the limited data setup and
the decently large number of experimental variables. With these design goals in mind, we extracted
linguistic features on two levels: surface level features and parse tree features. Figure 6 presents an
overview of the entire system.

input text
UD PARSING

Trankit
(Nguyen et al, 2021)

tokenization

UD parse of
input text

EXTRACT 92 UD FEATURES
inspired by Profiling-UD

(Brunato et al., 2020; Sarti et al., 2021)

EXTRACT 42 SURFACE &
READABILITY FEATURES

e.g., from translationese research
(Vanmassenhove et al., 2021)

TRAIN
SVM

Figure 6: Pipeline for DetecTUM system.

Surface-level Features The first class of linguistic properties we investigate, are found at the
surface-level of a text. That is, they can be extracted more or less directly from the (tokenized)
text. Firstly, we examine readability metrics. Readability can be understood as “what makes some
texts easier to read than others” (DuBay 2004). The intuition behind this is that humans writing
for humans may have a more comprehensive idea of the expectations of their target audience than

17
Team: Wessel Poelman, Juraj Vladika, Esther Ploeger, Johannes Bjerva & Florian Matthes.

18
� https://github.com/WPoelman/DetecTUM
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machines generating text for that same audience. These metrics include the Flesch readability score,
Gunning Fog, McLaughlin’s SMOG and LIX, among others.

Secondly, we draw inspiration from research into another generative NLP task: machine trans-
lation. Machine translations have been shown to to exhibit “an exacerbation of frequently observed
patterns in combination with a loss of less frequent ones” (Vanmassenhove et al. 2021), also called
machine translationese. Machine translations have for instance been shown to be less lexically di-
verse than human translations (Vanmassenhove et al. 2021). Lexical diversity can be measured with
type-token ratio or Yule’s I for example. We use such features for this shared task, based on the
intuition that algorithmic bias may also pertain to other generative large language models.

Parse Tree Features The Universal Dependencies (UD, de Marneffe et al. 2021) framework
provides an annotation schema and tools to consistently annotate parts of speech, morphological
features, and dependencies relations, across different human languages. At the time of writing, it
contains available treebanks for more than 100 languages. UD has been used for numerous NLP
applications, including authorship profiling (Brunato et al. 2020, Miaschi et al. 2020). Since UD
features are cross-lingual and explicit (i.e., structured output instead of a dense vector represen-
tation), they can help uncover writing patterns and other profiling-related characteristics. Sarti
et al. (2021) have applied this idea to characterizing linguistic text complexity of both humans and
language models, for example. They show correlations of syntactic UD features and readability
metrics in various settings. Although the shared task is quite different, we can use these features
for a similar analysis, namely to discern which syntactic features are most ‘human’ and which are
most ‘machine’. Sarti et al. (2021) use Profiling-UD (Brunato et al. 2020) to get the UD features.
Profiling-UD is software that creates an extended, flat representation of a UD parse tree. For exam-
ple, the feature avg link len is the average number of tokens between a head and its dependent,
upos dist PUNCT is the ratio of punctuation tokens over all tokens, avg max depth is the average
maximum depth per parse tree per sentence, and so on. In total there are about 130 features in
Profiling-UD, however, this system is not open source.

19
For this reason, we re-implemented most

of their system, which resulted in 92 features. The remaining features were left out since they were
either ambiguous or lacked information to properly implement. We use Trankit (Nguyen et al. 2021),
a recent state-of-the-art UD parser, to get a parse of the input text and extract the features from it.

We train an SVM classifier on the Profling-UD features and the above-mentioned features of
the development set of the data. The SVM implementation is from the Python library sklearn.
After experimenting, we found that the most consistent model was the one trained on all languages
and all domains. Language-specific models performed worse, which indicates there is some transfer
learning happening. We experimented with an end-to-end DeBERTa-v3 model on just English data,
which, surprisingly, resulted in similar results, depending on the genre. It performed better in some
configurations, but once we submitted the SVM-based solution to the leaderboard and got first place
by a decent margin on English, we decided to stick with our simple approach. Dutch fell behind, but
we decided to continue with the intention of characterizing the differences between the texts. Our
final submission ended up in second place for both Dutch and English in terms of macro accuracy
(Table 5 & 6) and first place for both in terms of macro F1 (Table 9 & 10). Accuracy was used as
the deciding measure in the competition.

Results Figure 7 shows the most correlated features with the target label. We filtered these
results to only include features that are statistically significant and show both cross-lingual and
cross-domain correlations.

Starting with the UD features, we can see that the human-generated texts correlate strongly with
the ratio of past tense verb forms (verbs tense dist Pas, aux tense dist Past). This could be an
artifact of the domains (news, columns, reviews), but it is interesting to see that this apparently more
pronounced in the human-written texts. The human texts also use more numbers and proper nouns

19
We contacted the authors, but did not receive any response.
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Figure 7: Correlations of features, all values are p < 0.01 significant. A positive correlation indicates
that an increase in the feature hints towards the text being machine-generated and negative
towards human-written texts. An explanation of the features is included in the system
repository listed above.

in their writing (upos dist NUM, upos dist PROPN). This might be another artifact of the domains
or the language models are more inclined to avoid these given the prompts. When we look at surface
level features, it appears that the number of punctuation marks used is quite indicative of human
texts, except for quotation marks (n *). This is visible for most domains, but especially for tweets and
reviews. This could be an indication that humans are not naturally using a lot of quotation marks in
those domains, which makes sense given the length restrictions and informal nature of both domains.
Lastly, the readability metrics show interesting patterns (flesch, flesch mod, gunning fog). On
the one hand they strongly negatively correlate with the label for the columns, indicating they hint
towards human-written texts. On the other hand, they slightly correlate positively with twitter,
news, and reviews for English. Readability metrics generally can be interpreted as as higher is more
readable. This would mean that the column correlation hints towards ‘human-written’ and ‘poorer
readability’. The other pattern here hints towards machine-generated news, tweets and reviews
being more readable. It is interesting to see that this last effect is not present for Dutch. This could
be related to the English dominance in the training data of most models.

To conclude, we have shown some interesting linguistic differences in the dataset and our system
might prove useful in future characterization efforts. The question whether our approach to the
detection task, and even the task itself, is feasible, generalizable, and reliable remains an open
question.

2.2.2 Elsevier
20

The Elsevier team systematically explored various approaches and models in the development of a
text classification system. The iterative process began with simple single-model pipelines and evolved
into a multi-stage, multi-model system. Through this iterative approach, the team identified the
strengths and limitations of each system, informing subsequent decisions.

20
Team: Yury Kashnitsky & Savvas Chamezopoulos.
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Experimental setup In the initial phase, a basic approach was employed using a TF-IDF and
Logistic Regression system (Pedregosa et al. 2011a). Trained solely on provided sample data, the
system demonstrated strong performance with ”Tweets” but yielded mediocre results with ”News”
and ”Reviews” categories. Additionally, a DistilBERT (Sanh et al. 2019) pipeline was tested and
validated on the IDMGSP data, producing comparable or superior results to those reported in a
relevant paper for Galactica (Taylor et al. 2022) and RoBERTa (Liu et al. 2019). The motivation
behind those two approaches was they represented two of the overall best-performing methods in
dealing with NLP-related tasks; TF-IDF splits the text on a word level, while transformer-based
methods employ token-level segmentation.

To conclude the initial testing phase, an XLMRoBERTa (Conneau et al. 2020) model was trained
with the IDMGSP data (Mosca et al. 2023), performing slightly below DistilBERT but outperforming
Galactica and RoBERTa (Conneau et al. 2019). For the first system implementation, a single
XLMRoBERTa model was selected based on its perceived scalability to multilingual texts across
various categories in both English and Dutch. Two versions were trained, one on IDMGSP and
another on a larger dataset sourced from 19 different data sources listed in this GitHub repository.

System architecture A single-model approach was insufficient to fully capture the differences
among the various text types. Different models’ performance was complementary to each other,
as the ones that performed best in certain categories were outperformed by others in the rest.
Recognizing the limitations of a single-model approach, the team introduced the first iteration of a
multi-stage model. This comprised a text type predictor, a single XLMRoBERTa model trained with
a dataset containing 5,000 records per text genre described in 2.1.1 (and achieving 96% accuracy at
the task of genre prediction), and three text classifiers for specific text types:

• DeepFakeTextDetector (not fine-tuned), a pre-trained classifier described in (Li et al. 2023) –
for English News / Poetry / Mystery

• XLMRoBERTa trained with IDMGSP data – for English/Dutch Reviews and Dutch News /
Poetry / Mystery

• TF-IDF and Logistic Regression trained directly with CLIN33 dev set – for English / Dutch
Tweets

The final submission expanded this multi-stage approach by further splitting the text classifiers:

• DeepFakeTextDetector (not fine-tuned) – for English News / Mystery

• XLMRoBERTa-1 trained with IDMGSP data – for English / Dutch Reviews and Dutch News
/ Mystery

• XLMRoBERTa-2 trained with 2700 poems by 7 authors and their 2100 chatGPT-generated
counterparts (Sawicki et al. 2023) – for English / Dutch Poetry

• TF-IDF and Logistic Regression for English / Dutch Tweets

A full schematic of this system can be found in Figure 8. It is obvious that external data were
only used to train the individual components of the system, while during inference, the competition
dataset was the only input.

What did not work

• We didn’t manage to train anything meaningful with the DeepFake dataset from (Li et al.
2023), probably the context window of 512 tokens is not large enough to capture the differences
in human and LLM-generated texts from this particular dataset;

• A somewhat excessively complicated mathematical solution from (Tulchinskii et al. 2023) pro-
vided no signal at all; the authors noticed that it does not work in case of high generation
temperature, which might be the reason.
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Figure 8: Elsevier system pipeline.

2.2.3 NLP M&S Team
21

Methodology We have developed a methodology combining various advanced techniques from the
text classification domain to address the AI-generated detection task. In addition to the CLIN33
shared dataset, we also utilized another valuable resource for our research: the dataset provided
by the AuTexTification

22
: Automated Text Identification shared task; this dataset was introduced

to address the issue of binary detection of AI-generated. The dataset contains more than 160000
texts across two languages (English and Spanish) and five domains (tweets, reviews, news, legal,
and how-to articles) (Sarvazyan et al. 2023).

Data preprocessing are critical initial phases in machine learning or data analysis tasks. The
first step in preprocessing was to convert all textual content to lowercase. By converting all text to
lowercase, we can ensure that the same word in different cases is recognized as the same word by
the algorithm. Next, we removed elements that contained no information for this task, including
URLs, punctuation, and special characters such as mathematical symbols, currency symbols, and
other typographical symbols. Removing them helps reduce the data’s dimensionality and makes
extracting meaningful information easier for the algorithm. Following this, the text was tokenized
and lemmatized. Tokenization is the process of dividing the text into individual words or tokens.
Lemmatization is a further refinement of this process. It reduces words to their base or root form,
grouping different grammatical forms of the same word. This helps reduce the data’s complexity
and makes it easier for the algorithm to identify patterns.

Data augmentation is a way to add more variety and quantity to training data without collecting
new data. This is especially important for this job since we only have a small development dataset
and no training data, and it was the most challenging part. This technique is primarily used to
prevent overfitting, a common problem where a model performs well on training data but poorly on
unseen data. By creating modified versions of the existing data, the model can learn more robust
features and generalize better to new data. In this research, we used the following data preparation
techniques:

21
Team: Hadi Mohammadi, Anastasia Giachanou & Ayoub Bagheri.

22
https://sites.google.com/view/autextification
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• Substitution: This technique involves replacing specific words or phrases in the text with
other words or phrases that have a similar meaning. It enhances the model’s understanding
of context and variations in expression.

• Deletion: This technique involves randomly removing words or phrases from the text. It
teaches the model to infer meaning or fill in gaps based on context, improving its performance
on tasks requiring an understanding of incomplete information.

• Introducing Spelling Variations: This method involves deliberately introducing common
spelling errors or variations into the text, useful for models used in environments where perfect
spelling cannot be guaranteed.

• Back Translation (English ↔ Dutch): In this two-step process, a text is first translated
from English to Dutch and then back to English, resulting in slightly different wording or
structure and thus diversifying the dataset.

• Paraphrasing with Free Generative AI Models (e.g., GPT-2): Using AI models like
GPT-2 to rephrase text did not significantly increase our model’s accuracy, possibly due to
their limited rephrasing capabilities. However, more advanced models like GPT-4 might offer
more effective paraphrasing.

• Utilize StratifiedKFold: This technique involves dividing the dataset into K folds, ensuring
each fold is a good representative of the whole. StratifiedKFold maintains the percentage of
samples for each class, which is crucial for datasets with imbalanced classes, ensuring that each
fold is an accurate representation of the overall class distribution.

• Address Class Imbalance: To tackle class imbalance, we employ the following techniques:

– RandomOverSampler: This method involves randomly duplicating examples in the mi-
nority class to achieve the balance between the classes.

– SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique): This technique generates syn-
thetic samples for the minority class, thereby balancing the dataset in a more nuanced
manner than simple duplication.

– Compute Class Weights for Balanced Training: Here, we assign different weights to classes
during the training process. More weight is given to minority classes, so the model pays
more attention to these classes during training.

Experimental Setup In the training phase, we used the Adam optimizer for training. A learning
rate scheduler from callbacks in TensorFlow with a learning rate of 3e-05 and warmup steps of 200
was incorporated to adjust the learning rate during training dynamically. This helps to fine-tune the
learning process, often leading to better model performance. An early stopping mechanism was also
utilized to prevent needless training once the model’s performance ceased to improve significantly.
This not only saves computational resources but also helps prevent overfitting. Mixed-precision
training was employed to expedite the training process. This method involves using a mix of single-
precision (float 32) and half-precision(float16) data types during training, which can significantly
reduce the use of computational resources without compromising the model’s performance.

Our system leverages a suite of transformers for text processing sourced from the Hugging Face
Transformers library. After preprocessing, we set a max length of 256 for tokenization, reflecting
the average length of the text data. Hyperparameters were optimized via random search within
a defined range of possible values. We examined learning rate values between 1e-5 and 1e-4 and
assessed batch sizes of 16, 32, and 64 to determine the optimal balance between computational
efficiency and model performance. We also implemented a learning rate scheduler that dynamically
adjusts the learning rate according to a cosine decay schedule. The warmup period was set to 200
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steps, with incremental steps computed based on the number of epochs and the dataset size. We
utilized early stopping based on validation loss to prevent overfitting, with the patience set to 3
epochs. The summary and details of model hyperparameters are shown in Table 4

Table 4: Summary of Model Parameters and Hyperparameters

Parameter Description

Tokenization Max Length 256 tokens

Learning Rate Range 1e-5 to 1e-4 (Default: 3e-5)

Batch Sizes 16, 32, 64

Learning Rate Scheduler Cosine decay schedule

Warmup Steps 200 steps

Early Stopping Patience 3 epochs

Loss Function Binary cross-entropy

Optimizer Adam

Precision Training Policy Mixed float16

The models were trained using binary cross-entropy loss and the Adam optimizer. We utilized
the mixed-precision training policy ’mixed float16’ to expedite training without compromising model
performance. As demonstrated by (Mohammadi et al. 2023) in their work on ensembling transformer
models for detecting online sexism, we utilized a custom function to construct models. This approach
allowed us to use the power of different transformers compared to using just one model. Each
model utilized a distinct transformer: bert-base-multilingual-uncased, xlm-roberta-base, and
distilbert-base-multilingual-cased. Outputs from these transformers were concatenated and
passed through a dense layer for binary classification with L2 regularization. In figure 9 the structure
of the models that we used is shown.

Figure 9: M&S Team model’s structure

1. Training CustomBERT Model Architecture on AuTexTification Train:
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• The CustomBERT model, comprising bert-base-multilingual-cased, xlm-roberta-base,
distilbert-base-multilingual-cased, and a dense layer, is trained on the AuTexTi-
fication train dataset.

2. Hyperparameter Optimization and Evaluation:

• Hyperparameters of the CustomBERT model are optimized, followed by evaluation on
the AuTexTification test dataset. The evaluation focuses on the F1 Score and average
metrics across fold divisions.

3. Freezing Weights of Models Trained on ’AuTexTification Train’:

• Post-training, the weights of these models are frozen to retain the learned features and
prevent overfitting.

4. Creating a Combined Model:

• The combined model includes three freeze-weight BERT models and three fresh BERT
models, integrated with a dense layer and a voting mechanism for decision making.

5. Training the Combined Model on the Augmented Dataset:

• This model is then trained on an augmented dataset, created from 90% of the development
dataset.

6. Evaluation on Test Data:

• The combined model is evaluated on the untouched 10% of the development dataset.

2.2.4 Van Halteren

Design decisions Our source recognition system was built following a few high level choices. First
of all, our existing author recognition system (van Halteren 2022) was not applicable, seeing the
inclusion of Twitter, poetry and a mystery genre, which implied short texts of uncertain syntactical
nature. This meant building a new system. As development time was short, we added no additional
data sets and kept preprocessing minimal. These were necessary but unfortunate choices and will
be reconsidered in follow-up research. The core recognition used two central approaches. The first
was based on the idea that a human writes texts as a whole, whereas an LLM generates texts word
by word. This should lead to a different distribution of information within the text. Here we used
standard techniques but with a mostly new set of features, now also to be included in the mentioned
existing system. The second was based on simple word counts, as this had shown its value in both
literature and the organizers’ baseline recognizer. The next choice was based on the idea that every
genre is different and should therefore have different distinguishing features. As this implied that a
one-model-fits-all strategy should not work, we first applied a genre recognition model and its result
determined which source recognition model was applied. Finally, the system was to make ample
use of multiple redundancy, in the form of combination of component results, following successes in
previous tasks (van Halteren et al. 2001).

Implemented system The minimal preprocessing took the form of lowercasing, splitting on
whitespace and removing all but letter and digit characters. The word count model consisted
of the frequency vectors for the words in the total development set, split into human and LLM
texts, with which the frequency vector of any test text was compared by way of a random forest
classifier (combination of five runs; using sci-kit learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011b); sklearn.ensemble
RandomForestClassifier).

The features for the more authorship inspired model were mostly related to how information is
distributed. Against the background of the text length, there are features for sentence length and
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length differences between subsequent sentences, both measured in number as well as in total of the
IDF of the words, and considering mean, standard deviation and coeffient of variation (CV; standard
deviation divided by mean to make it comparable between measurements). IDF lists were based on
the written part of the British National Corpus (Burnard and Aston 1998) and SoNaR (Oostdijk
et al. 2013). Other features look at the distances between similarly classed words, with classes like
low, middle or high IDF words, out-of-vocabulary words, anaphora, and the words themselves. The
final word level features look at the frequencies of the top-10 frequency words in the text. At the text
level, there are various vocabulary richness measures, with and without correction for text length.
And slightly below the text level, the text is split into three equally large parts and there are features
for total IDF, differences in IDF and cosine between the parts. Finally, in order to have a model
that can be more competitive by itself, features were added for the frequencies of the top-100 most
frequent words in the dataset, for frequencies at the character level and one feature for the difference
between the cosines of the text with the BOWs for the human and LLM parts of the dev set.

In total, this led to a vector of 374 features. These were used first for genre recognition, again
using five runs of the random forest classifier from sci-kit learn, and then for four genre source
models, being news, review, Twitter and a generic one using all the development genres together.
In the submitted system, a genre specific source model was used when genre recognition confidence
was over 0.95. Otherwise, the generic model was used. Application of the source model recognition
was in a combination of five runs each of the random forest classifier (sklearn.ensemble Random-
ForestClassifier), the support vector classification classifier (sklearn.svm SVC) and the multi-layer
perceptron classifier (sklearn.neural network MLPClassifier). All sci-kit learn classifiers were used
with default settings. The final result was then combined with the outcome of the word count
model. Relative weights for the combination were dependent on the model used and the language
in question. Changes between submissions were almost exclusively new weight settings.

Quality measurements Analysis at the macro level showed several interesting things. The genre
recognition was far from optimal. News was recognized only about a third of the time for both
languages and was therefore mostly handled with the generic model. Reviews were mostly recognized
correctly. Twitter was mostly recognized correctly for Dutch, but for English, more than half ended
up with generic. Columns were mostly seen as reviews, which had the most impact on quality, but
differently for the two languages. Poetry was handled as generic for English, but as Twitter for
Dutch. What is unexpected, is that for Dutch this suboptimal genre recognition led to a 0.06 loss
on accuracy – spread over all genres – in relation to source recognition using the actual genres, but
that for English, it led to a 0.03 gain. For both languages, the impact was mostly caused by the
misplaced columns, where the English generic model is better than the review model, but the Dutch
review model much better than the generic model. If anything, this demonstrates that generalizing
conclusions is a hazardous activity here.

Differences also abound in the relative quality of the models. For English, matters are simplest.
For all genres, the trend is that the submission model (SUB) is best, then the word count model
(BOW), then the generic model (GEN) and finally the genre-specific model (SPEC). Only for news,
SPEC outperformed GEN, and for Twitter, BOW outperformed SUB due to the fact that the Twitter
model recognized all test texts as human. For Dutch, there is more variety. News shows BOW best,
then SUB, SPEC, GEN. Reviews the same, but with GEN better than SPEC, just like in English.
Twitter had BOW best too, but followed by GEN, SUB and SPEC, so here the combination failed.
That BOW is not always strong is visible in the new genres columns and poetry. For both, GEN
was best, followed by SUB and only then BOW. With hindsight, after seeing these analyses, the
best system for Dutch would have been to drop all genre-specific models and combine GEN with
BOW, using equal weights. The resulting quality would have been 0.09 better than the submitted
system, placing it at first place in the shared task - although other teams would probably also have
better scores with hindsight. However, applying this same strategy for English would have lowered
quality in relation to the submitted system by 0.035, losing the first place. Here, a good combination
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would have been SPEC+BOW for news, SPEC+3xBOW for reviews, and GEN+BOW for the rest.
These settings lead to a 0.03 improvement over the submitted system. From this analysis, the main
conclusion is that a properly working system needs more data, for better training but also for better
tuning. Also, genres are different and dedicated systems appear to be needed, although the generic
model works remarkably well.

Distinguishing features Analysis at the micro level, as far as conducted so far, already led to a
few interesting observations. It must be said that, given the components used, it is almost impossible
to determine which features are most useful in the actual classification. The observations here are in
terms of the two means and standard deviations of the values of a specific feature, and have mostly
been discovered by examining the difference between the means, divided by the sum of the standard
deviations, called here the separation measure (SEP). We identify the features with the highest SEP
for the various genres, but it should be noted that this is only part of the potential. In the end, it
is all features together that do the work. On the other hand, such high-SEP features do show us
something about LLM-produced text.

Starting with English News, LLMs generate longer sentences with much less variety in sentence
length, more use of lower case characters, lower vocabulary richness and less deviation from a Zipfian
word frequency distribution. The CV of the length difference between two adjacent sentences is much
higher for LLMs in the test set, but hardly higher in the dev set. For Dutch news, the vocabulary
richness and the word frequency distribution has an even stronger presence. Sentence length effects
are similar to those for English, including several which are stronger in the test set than in the dev
set. In the top only for Dutch is the cosine between the first and the last third of the text, with
a mean of around 0.16 for humans and 0.40 for LLMs, and both standard deviations around 0.12.
Apparently, humans are adding additional detail towards the end of a news text, while LLMs keep
rehashing the same information.

For reviews, the SEP measures are much lower than for news. For both languages, sentence
length is gone from the top, but sentence length difference persists. Single quotes appear more
frequent in English LLM-generated text, but not in Dutch. Digits also appear in the top, but not
consistently between dev and test set, so this is probably just a coincidence in these data sets. All in
all, it is surprising that reviews are still recognized at around 0.8, which must be due mostly to the
BOW model then. For Twitter, many top features are character related, such as hash tags (more for
LLM), quotes (more for LLM) and non-standard characters, most likely emoji (more for humans).
Sentence length – whatever this means for Twitter – is also back, following the same pattern as
news, but much weaker.

Proceeding to the test-only genres, columns are like news in that they have a number of very
strong markers. They also show partly the same trends as news, with humans having higher vo-
cabulary richness, more variety in sentence length and, for Dutch, a lower cosine between beginning
and end of the text. New in English are a number of words that are overused by the LLM, with
”he”, ”what”, ”those”, ”years”, ”there” even having a SEP higher than 1. New on the Dutch side is
that humans have a higher mean IDF in the middle and end parts of the text. Seeing these strong
features suggests that columns should have been recognized with the news model rather than with
the review model, which was advised by the genre recognition. For English, this was not needed,
as the BOW model saved the day, but for Dutch it would have helped, given a news model score of
0.92, versus BOW 0.58 and reviews 0.67. With poetry, we are back at hardly any strong features.
In both languages, humans are using more punctuation, and have larger length differences between
adjacent sentences, with less variation. Apart from that, nothing systematic is visible. It is not
surprising that poetry was generally hard in the shared task. For the open source system, a similar
analysis is not possible, as – obviously – there are no human texts to compare to.
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Team name Macro-acc. News X Reviews Poetry Columns

Elsevier 0.75 0.95 0.70 0.77 0.50 0.84
DetecTUM 0.74 0.96 0.74 0.80 0.53 0.67
Van Halteren 0.72 0.97 0.58 0.78 0.53 0.74
NLP M&S 0.71 0.90 0.78 0.70 0.56 0.60
Random baseline 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
Majority voting 0.78 0.98 0.80 0.81 0.53 0.79
Performance ceiling 0.91 1.0 0.95 0.99 0.64 0.95

Table 5: Final results for the Dutch part of the detection task. The reported scores are accuracy
scores. Macro-acc. is the average of the accuracy score for each genre. The highest score
per category is denoted in bold.

Team name Macro-acc. News X Reviews Poetry Columns Open-source
Van Halteren 0.85 0.99 0.69 0.82 0.63 0.99 0.96
DetecTUM 0.82 0.93 0.69 0.78 0.80 0.78 0.92
Elsevier 0.81 0.98 0.65 0.75 0.50 0.99 0.98
NLP M&S 0.74 0.87 0.63 0.63 0.65 0.85 0.82
Random baseline 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
Majority voting 0.87 0.99 0.71 0.85 0.69 0.97 1.0
Performance ceiling 0.95 1.0 0.85 0.99 0.88 1.0 1.0

Table 6: Final results for the English part of the detection task. The reported scores are accuracy
scores. Macro-acc. is the average of the accuracy score for each genre. The highest score
per category is denoted in bold.

3. Results and Discussion

The 4 participating teams shared the code of their trained models with the organizers. This code
was used to run predictions on the test data, which was completely withheld from the participants.
The first 2 submissions were also evaluated on a separate public leaderboard, which contained a
random subsample of 20% of the test data per genre. Teams were given the choice to choose from
these 2 submitted models or to submit a third model, for which they wouldn’t know the performance
on the leaderboard data.

Tables 5 & 6 show the test accuracies for the participating models. These test scores determined
the outcome of the shared task competition (the leaderboard contained the same metrics). We
include a random baseline for reference (we don’t include a model baseline because of the absence of
reference training data). Majority vote denotes the performance where we combine all 4 models into
an ensemble which generates a positive prediction when at least 2 of the 4 models predict the positive
class. Performance ceiling is an ”oracle” version of this ensemble which considers an instance to
be correctly predicted if any of the four models has predicted the correct label. This highlights the
proportion of instances which are currently yet out of the reach of any of the participating models.

Since Tables 7 & 8 show that the Phi correlations between the binary predictions of the different
models are only moderately strong for both the complete Dutch and English test data, we expected
these models to form a good ensemble. However, we see that, while the majority voting model
has a modest positive impact on the overall score, there is no substantial impact for any specific
genre. This indicates that the high performance ceiling could be caused by random noise which is
complementary between the models. The held-out test genre of Dutch poetry is clearly the hardest
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DetecTUM Elsevier Hans van Halteren NLP M&S

DetecTUM - 0.52 0.54 0.48
Elsevier 0.52 - 0.65 0.42
Hans van Halteren 0.54 0.65 - 0.45
NLP M&S 0.48 0.42 0.45 -

Table 7: Phi correlations between the different model outputs for the complete Dutch test data. All
reported correlations are significant.

DetecTUM Elsevier Hans van Halteren NLP M&S

DetecTUM - 0.53 0.61 0.43
Elsevier 0.53 - 0.73 0.46
Hans van Halteren 0.61 0.73 - 0.53
NLP M&S 0.43 0.46 0.53 -

Table 8: Phi correlations between the different model outputs for the complete English test data.
All reported correlations are significant.

for the models, having a ceiling of only 64% accuracy; all other genres where covered very well to
almost perfectly.

For comparison, we include Tables 9 & 10 to show the F1 scores instead of the accuracy scores.
While this does not greatly impact most of the genres, we see that the performance on English X
data as well as Dutch and English poetry declines very strongly, often dropping below the random
baseline of 50%. For poetry, it appears the higher accuracy scores were caused by random noise:
evaluated using F1, all submissions for Dutch poetry, as well as half of the submissions for English,
perform worse than a random baseline. In comparison, the models hold up very well for the equally
held-out genre of columns. This is probably caused by its relative similarity to the news genre, for
which most models perform almost near-perfectly.

We conclude from all these results that the best-performing models hold up surprisingly well for
some of the held-out test data. However, it is also clear that shorter texts (tweets and poetry) pose
the most obvious challenge for robust generalization. The main issue here is that we lack a clear
indication of what the minimal amount of text should be for LLMs to be detectable. It can already
be considered remarkable that LLM-generated tweets are detectable at all, given their 140-character

Team name Macro-F1 News X Reviews Poetry Columns

Elsevier 0.62 0.95 0.57 0.76 0.00 0.82
DetecTUM 0.63 0.96 0.72 0.79 0.18 0.51
Van Halteren 0.56 0.97 0.28 0.79 0.11 0.65
NLP M&S 0.62 0.90 0.79 0.70 0.31 0.39
Random baseline 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
Majority voting 0.68 0.98 0.77 0.82 0.11 0.73
Performance ceiling 0.86 1.00 0.94 0.99 0.44 0.95

Table 9: F1 scores for the Dutch part of the detection task. Macro-F1 is the average of the F1 score
for each genre. The highest score per category is denoted in bold.
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Team name Macro-F1 News X Reviews Poetry Columns Open-source

Van Halteren 0.79 0.99 0.56 0.83 0.41 0.99 0.96
DetecTUM 0.81 0.93 0.65 0.80 0.79 0.80 0.91
Elsevier 0.70 0.98 0.49 0.78 0.00 0.99 0.98
NLP M&S 0.67 0.86 0.46 0.52 0.56 0.84 0.80
Random baseline 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
Majority voting 0.84 0.99 0.61 0.86 0.59 0.98 1.00
Performance ceiling 0.94 1.00 0.82 0.99 0.86 1.00 1.00

Table 10: F1 scores for the English part of the detection task. Macro-F1 is the average of the F1
score for each genre. The highest score per category is denoted in bold.

limit. While this indicates a strong LLM ”fingerprint” contained within the texts, future work could
investigate better generalization of such fingerprints to other short texts.

4. Conclusion

The CLIN33 Shared Task on the Detection of Text Generated by Large Language Models has
focused on a cross-domain multilingual binary classification setup which included entirely held-out
test genres. As a result, participating teams were given a realistic problem setting for useful detection
systems, where potentially generated texts do not come labeled with model, genre, and prompting
information. We used both ChatGPT and GPT-4 as well as the open-source Vicuña-13B model to
generate a substantial amount of data, which can be used in future research to benchmark detection
models.

The participating systems show a diverse range of methodologies and focal points. A common
similarity across these systems is their reliance on advanced linguistic and statistical features: Detec-
TUM and Van Halteren emphasized linguistic patterns and information distribution, while Elsevier
and NLP M&S leveraged a combination of traditional and advanced machine learning models like
TF-IDF, Logistic Regression, and BERT architectures.

The differences between these systems lie primarily in their experimental setups and specific
focus areas. DetecTUM focused on cross-lingual and cross-domain features, aiming to address data
scarcity and the varied nature of texts. Elsevier’s multi-stage, multi-model approach and NLP
M&S’s use of data augmentation and transformers highlight a more complex system architecture and
preprocessing strategy. Lastly, Van Halteren’s system made distinct choices regarding preprocessing
and genre-specific modeling, reflecting a more tailored approach to the detection task.

The results of our shared task have shown that this variety of approaches can all be successful
for multiple genres, including previously undisclosed test genres. However, these results also show
that the main source for future improvement lies in more stable generalization to short texts. While
it can be considered remarkable that tweets with a limit of 140 characters can already be classified
with above random performance, future research could focus on those edge cases misclassified by
all of the participating teams to investigate if a more fundamental ”fingerprint” of LLMs can still
be captured. Finally, with the current rise of both closed-source and open-source alternatives to
ChatGPT and GPT-4, it will prove crucial to observe whether all these models share any kind of
common fingerprint.
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Appendix A. Prompt Templates

A.1 News data

A.1.1 Dutch

Your task is to write a news article in Dutch of NUMBER OF WORDS words in a human style
based on the following headline: ”HEADLINE”.

Make sure to generate a text with low
23

perplexity: you can do this by keeping the vocabulary
quite straightforward while using varying grammatical structures and sentence lengths, potentially
suboptimal while still correct language.

Return only the generated article, no additional information or title!!!

A.1.2 English

Your task is to write a news article of NUMBER OF WORDS words in a human style based on the
following headline: ”HEADLINE”.

Make sure to generate a text with low perplexity: you can do this by keeping the vocabulary
quite straightforward while using varying grammatical structures and sentence lengths, potentially
suboptimal while still correct language.

Return only the generated article, no additional information or title!!!

A.2 X tweets

A.2.1 Dutch

Write a Dutch tweet in a human style using one or more of the following hashtags: LIST OF HASHTAGS.
Return only the tweet, no additional information or text! Copy the spelling, punctuation and text
structure of the following example tweet as closely as possible, even when they are unconventional,
but make sure to change the content: ”STYLE EXAMPLE”

23
This was an unintended error resulting from cutting and pasting prompt parts, as we actually want the perplexity

to be high enough to simulate human-generated text. However, this part of the instruction did not have an actual
impact on further lowering the perplexity of the generated texts, while the remaining part of the prompt containing
stylistic instructions increased perplexity levels to the point of misleading open-source detectors solely relying on this
feature.
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A.2.2 English

Write a tweet in a human style using one or more of the following hashtags: LIST OF HASHTAGS.
Return only the tweet, no additional information or text! Copy the spelling, punctuation and text
structure of the following example tweet as closely as possible, even when they are unconventional,
but make sure to change the content: ”STYLE EXAMPLE”

A.3 Product Reviews

A.3.1 Dutch

Your task is to write a Dutch book review between 200 to 400 words based on the following review,
without copying it: EXAMPLE REVIEW. You should rewrite this review according to human
writing style given in the examples between the <examples> tags.

Please respect all unconventional spelling, orthography and vocabulary. Make sure that you
follow the incoherent structure of the reviews as much as possible without improving on the quality
of the structure.

Return only the generated review, no additional information or title!!!
Examples of the style: <examples> STYLE EXAMPLES <examples>

A.3.2 English

Your task is to write an Amazon review between 200 to 400 words based on the following review,
without copying it: EXAMPLE REVIEW. You should rewrite this review according to human
writing style given in the examples between the <examples> tags.

Please respect all unconventional spelling, orthography and vocabulary. Make sure that you
follow the incoherent structure of the reviews as much as possible without improving on the quality
of the structure.

Return only the generated review, no additional information or title!!!
Examples of the style: <examples> STYLE EXAMPLES <examples>

A.4 Poetry

A.4.1 Dutch

Simple prompts:

1. Je bent een begenadigd dichter. Schrijf een kort gedicht.

2. Je bent een begenadigd dichter. Schrijf een haiku.

3. Je bent een begenadigd dichter. Schrijf een limerick.

Elaborate prompts:

1. Schrijf een kort, contemplatief gedicht. Gebruik geen voornaamwoorden. Kies een concreet
onderwerp, zoals een fietsbel, of een ruitenwisser.

2. Je bent een bekend Nederlands dichter. Schrijf een kort gedicht over een verlaten station in
het avondlicht.

3. Je bent een bekend Nederlands dichter. Schrijf een elegie over het vervlieden van het platte-
landsleven.

4. Je bent een bekend Nederlands dichter. Schrijf een kort gedicht over ochtendmist in de wijn-
gaard.

5. Schrijf een limerick in het Nederlands. Gebruik Tilburg als plaatsnaam.
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6. Schrijf een kort gedicht over een vervallen speeltuin.

7. Schrijf een gedicht over hoe je je zou voelen als zwaartekracht plotseling zou verdwijnen en
dan onverwacht weer terugkeert.

8. Schrijf een gedicht over de vredige ervaring van het luisteren naar regen op een tentdak tijdens
het kamperen.

9. Schrijf een gedicht over hoe internetmemes troost bieden in tijden van eenzaamheid en verdriet.

10. Schrijf een ode aan een koffiezetapparaat.

11. Schrijf een ode aan fietsen in de stad.

12. Schrijf een elegie over het afscheid van een bitterbal.

13. Schrijf een limerick over een bejaarde rolschaatser.

14. Schrijf een lofdicht over de erwt.

15. Schrijf een gedicht over de letterzetter, die schade toebrengt aan een boom.

16. Schrijf een limerick over een man die geen dromen of verbeelding heeft.

17. Schrijf een gedicht over de impact van overtoerisme op historische steden.

18. Schrijf een korte ode (2 coupletten) aan Oostende.

A.4.2 English

Simple prompts:

1. You are a renowned poet. Write me a short poem.

2. You are a renowned poet. Write me a haiku.

3. You are a renowned poet. Write me a limerick.

4. You are a renowned poet. Write me a vilanelle.

Elaborate prompts:

1. Write me a haiku on the poetry of a plastic bag in the wind.

2. Write me a haiku about the feeling you get when you just missed the last train.

3. You are a renowned poet. Write me a sonnet on people that jump the queue at a bakery.

4. Write me a short poem. Pick an interesting and uncommon theme, not a cliché one like nature
or love. No depths of the ocean either. Use a topic like croissants or honeymoon arguments.

5. Write me a sonnet about a dog and a pelican discussing yesterday’s night out.

6. Write me a haiku on chameleons.

7. Write me a short rhyme poem on violins and happy endings.

8. Write me a short, contemplative poem. Pick a random topic, like napkins or toothpicks. Do
not use any pronouns.

9. Write a haiku about an unanswered phone call.

10. Write a poem in an ABAB ABAB scheme about any topic you like, but preferably something
far-fetched that has to do with student life.

11. Write a poem in an ABAB ABAB scheme about really strange hobbies.

12. Write me a short poem. Pick an interesting and uncommon theme, not a cliché one like
nature or love. No depths of the ocean either. Don’t make it happy go lucky. It needs to be
mysterious.
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13. Write an ode to the typewriter.

14. Write a haiku about the effects of social media.

15. Write a sonnet about the art of glassblowing.

16. Write a limerick about a toad. Use Oxford as a placename.

17. Write a sonnet about Harry Potter.

18. Write a haiku about rust.

19. Write a limerick about driving in the rain. End the first line with Munich.

20. Write a sonnet about the sensation of your foot falling asleep.

21. Write a humorous limerick about an overweight dachshund.

22. Write a villanelle about trying a new food for the first time.

23. Write an elegy from the perspective of a raindrop.

24. Write a humorous poem about a professor who suffers from flatulence.

A.5 Columns

A.5.1 Dutch

You are KaAIman, a Flemish columnist. Your task is to write a column in Dutch of at least 500
words. Your style is humorous, biting, mocking, insulting, vicious, vitriolic, and satirical. Examples
of your style are in the texts between the <examples> tags. The text should be based on the topic
between the <topic> tags.

Examples of the style: <examples>EXAMPLES<examples>
Topic: <topic>TOPIC<topic>

A.5.2 English

You are Laura Kuenssberg, a UK columnist. Your task is to write a column.
Important: the text should be more than 1000 words long.
Your style is clear and concise, analytical, balanced, engaging, immediate, in-depth, and conver-

sational.
Examples of your style are in the texts between the <examples> tags.
The text should be based on the topic between the <topic> tags.
The first sentence should be a title.
Examples of the style: <examples>EXAMPLES<examples>
Topic: <topic>TOPIC<topic>
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